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About This Game

The 58th year of Shouwa, early summer.
It’s June, and the summer heat has arrived earlier than it does most years.

By day there are crickets, and by night there are cicadas.

We’re in Hinamizawa, a small village in the countryside.
There are fewer than two thousand people here. But every year, there is an event.

This event is a mysterious death.

On a certain day in June, someone dies, and someone else goes missing.
The series of deaths is connected to the upheaval surrounding the dam construction project.

A murder case that was covered up is being reenacted.
Is it a conspiracy? A coincidence? Or perhaps a curse?

Someone who was supposed to be there isn’t.
Someone who wasn’t supposed to be there is.
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Someone who was alive last night is dead now.
And someone who is here right now isn’t alive.

So, there is no way to avert tragedy. There is no choice but to give up.
But don’t give up.

Only you can stand up to this.
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Title: Higurashi When They Cry Hou - Ch.4 Himatsubushi
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When They Cry
Release Date: 13 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Pentium III 800 MHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL Compatible Card

DirectX: Version 9.0a

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,Japanese
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Love the gameboy Asthetic. And where can I get my hands on the snow mountains theme? I want to listen to it without
panicking I'll die any second. quite good. shows the creativity of the community. y'all are really good at this. I paid for this back
in the day and now it's free to play and still a pile of poo.. This game dont let me refund him.. PLS FIX IT AND MAKE
REFUND BUTTON A LITTLE BIT BIGGER BECAUSE I CANT FIND IT.
STOP GET SOME HELP. Mr. Pumpkin Adventure is a very math and programming heavy bizarre Chinese-made point and
click adventure with way too many references to everything the creators clearly loved. On one hand, it has a really great strange
style, that can remind you a bit of Machinarium, but is, at the same time, distinctly Chinese. It looks and sounds interestingly
and it's weird surreal story with little comic book cutscenes between chapters are extremely charming. But then, there are
puzzles. Which start as something interesting and fun, but later devolves really heavily into advanced math knowledge,
references to movies and things that you might not know and will have to search and committing other "game design sins" of
puzzle making.

Which, in the end, really killed the game for me. I went about halfway without even considering to use a walkthrough, but using
internet for help, because getting a set number out of a formula of 4 other set numbers is not a task I can solve on my own. But
then had to almost exclusively play with the walkthrough in the later parts of the game, apart from some more obvious and not
too obscure puzzles. It's charming, it's bizarre, it has all the potential to be amazing, but unless you are into the same things the
creator of this game was, I don't think you'll enjoy this journey.. I can't fathom how 93% of people playing have enjoyed this.
Upon loading this, it is very easy to see that the developers native language is NOT English. That's fine and all, except for the
fact that the whole game is riddled with broken English. "Empty the trash"? Really? You mean "an empty trash can". "Drawer
of the tool inside"? I think you meant "there is a tool inside the drawer. Most of the text looks like terrible Google translations
copied and pasted into the game.

On to the "horror". I am the BIGGEST wuss when it comes to horror games. THE BIGGEST. So when I say this wasn't eerie or
scary at all, I mean it.

***Slight Beginning-of-game SPOILER***

When I read "Rebecca Diary" (more broken English) and got to the end, a super subtle ghostly image of what I presume to be
her appeared, then disappeared. It was so lackluster, it was insulting. Then my hair turned gray and I died. WTF?

***SPOILER END***

I love pixelated-graphics horror adventures, but this is easily one of the worst. If you want good ones, look more towards The
Last Door, Lone Survivor, and hell, even Uncanny Valley blows this away.

Steer clear of this TRASH!
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This game is a great concept and is basically a cheap version of Hello Neighbour with its own story, however I would not
reccomend it in it's current state as there are too many bugs and glitches within the game to make it worth while but as I said
before is an awesome concept without the bugs and glitches. The game looks nice, and has an interesting idea, especially for a
motosport fan, like I (mostly used to be) am.
There are a lot of different races and each one has a small resemblance with the real F1 track it is named after (country name,
of course). I really liked that.

Bad thing is, although there are a lot of different tracks, they all end up looking almost the same... You don't feel like it's a
different race, and unless you are an F1 junky, you won't notice the similarities with the real ones, so that is not really that big a
plus...

AI is pretty bad... It will do it's best to try to fu*k up both his and yours race, but this is definitely not the first game that has
such an AI, so can't be mad at them for that.

Interface is not very nice, it feels cluttered, I didn't like it.

And then; there is handling... This is, BY FAR, the worst racing game I've ever played. And I played a lot of different racing
games, including the one I made that had such a bad handling that I never wanted to show it to anyone. And this, somehow,
beats that.
I cannot even try to begin to explain how bad it feels to "drive" in this game. It is almost worth buying, just to try and see how
NOT to make a driving game...

I'm just kidding... Don't buy this game... It's awful.

0/10. Well..... it was 99 cents.... Can this even be described as a product?. Recurring Evil is copy paste qulity. The worst version
ever.
7hours and finished. No story, no new weapons, boosses so useless.
. will start off by saying that this game has very little to actually "do" in it, it is more of an interactive story almost, but not quite.
The object of all three of the Sherlock Holmes Consulting Detective mysteries is to gather clues by deciding on what people and
places to visit. Once you have gotten enough information to solve the crime\/s you will go before a judge and he will ask a few
questions that you must answer correctly. Getting to the judge and answering questions using the fewest amount of clues that
you can will give you a score. The goal is to solve the mystery by using only as many clues as it takes Holmes to solve the
mystery. There is not a lot of replay ability in the game except if your score doesn't match Holmes' once you have solve the
mystery. I wouldn't expect it to take very many playthorughs to match Holmes scores.

If you like Sherlock Holmes , or some not too hard brain teasers, you will enjoy the game. It is only about 60-90 mins of total
gameplay in most instances for each mystery. As for the price, I would definitely go the collection route as it's almost half price.
I would probably also wait til it might be on sale as well.

Himatsubushi is now available!:
Hello, everyone!

Thank you all very much for your patience. We're pleased to announce the fourth installment of Higurashi When They Cry Hou,
Himatsubushi, is now available here on Steam!

This is the last chapter in the Question Arcs, the final suspicion raised before the answers begin to fall in place, so don't miss
this piece of the puzzle!

Like previous chapters, enjoy a variety of achievements, trading cards, and more!

Don't forget to check out our 07th Expansion page: http://www.mangagamer.org/07thExpansion/
Question Arcs bundle: http://store.steampowered.com/bundle/709/

Help spread the word on twitter with #Higurashi and introduce new fans to this remastered version of such a great series from
07th Expansion!. Tsumihoroboshi On Sale Now!:
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Order Tsumihoroboshi now and get 10% off during launch week!!. Answer Arcs Now Available on Steam and Release Date
For Golden Fantasia!:
The final four chapters of Umineko: When They Cry are now available on Steam! 
http://store.steampowered.com/app/639490/Umineko_When_They_Cry__Answer_Arcs/

And we also have a release date for Umineko: Golden Fantasia!

Drawing from the highly-acclaimed visual novel, this 2D tag-team fighting game features 19 different characters from the series
that can be paired to create a wide variety of different match-ups! Combine meta world abilities and fighting styles between
partners to create your best tag-team for crushing the competition! Change-up your tag-outs to control the flow the
battle--whether pressing an attack, halting a rushdown, escaping from potential stun or guard break, or to recover chip
damage--timing your tag is an important key to victory!

Featuring both story mode and multiplayer, competitive play, Golden Fantasia will be coming to Steam on December 8th!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/550340/Umineko_Golden_Fantasia. Tsumihoroboshi Coming Soon!:

Tsumihoroboshi will be released on June 14th, 2018!. Meakashi On Sale Now!:

Higurashi When They Cry Hou - Ch. 5 Meakashi is now available!. BGM & SFX update:
07th Expansion has decided to re-record all the Higurashi BGM and sound effects in the series so customers will be able to
enjoy a fresh new track in modern quality. The game will auto-update itself with the new upgrade.. Celebrate Halloween Early
Early With Murder Mystery!:

We're celebrating Halloween early today with our Steam release of the adult murder-mystery, Kara no Shojo!

Set in 1950s post-war Japan, you take on the role of private eye Tokisaka to aid the police in uncovering and catching a serial
murderer that is targeting young women and leaving their remains styled after the sinners in Dante's Inferno.

Examine the crime scenes yourself for clues, try to track down and interrogate witnesses for leads, and do you best to piece
together the mystery before this killer targets someone close to you!

Can you catch the killer in time?! Find out today!
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If you have difficulty finding the store page, remember to update your Steam settings to allow the display of adult products.. 
Himatsubushi Coming Soon!:

Himatsubushi will be released on October 7th, 2016!. Meakashi Coming Soon!:

Meakashii will be released on April 28th, 2017!
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